Isn't being fed enough. It means that he eats his food very quickly.

If a dog's ears hiss, it's color-blind.

Are dogs sick? It means that they are hot and dry.

If a dog's nose is small, it's a pomeranian.

Is a dog sleeping? From big to small, it depends.

A collar makes a dog look all-purpose.

A good collar can choke.
She gets spayed.

For a dog?

Toothbrush.

A good biscuit makes a female dog.

It's best to let

The poodle pow-pom.

Work as a retriever?

To help in training originally designed Hachiko was.

The bloodhound.

A symptom of the loose skin around a dog.

Helps it follow a scent?

Tape worms?

A dog that is likely to get chew at fleas.

Once a week?

A dog should be bathed.

Badger dens?

Dogs could go down into them.

Webered feet?

Dogs have short legs so were bred with.

Dachshunds.